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32 Born of Water
The dolphins who live at The Kahala — Hoku, Liho, Kolohe,
Niele, Kai Nalu and Nai Noa — may share a home, but they
each have their own histories, temperaments and desires.
Meet all six in a photo essay shot by one of the country’s most
acclaimed underwater photographers.
Story by Frank Li Photos by Wayne Levin
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An Argonauta
argo from the
collections of the
Bishop Museum.
The translucent
shell is also known
as the paper nautilus.
For more, see our
story “The Bishop”
on page 44.
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44 The Bishop
Think the Islands’ most famous museum is all about staid
brownstones and fusty exhibits? Think again. The Bishop
Museum is home to an astounding twenty-three million artifacts,
and it’s on the cutting edge of work to understand — and
preserve — cultures and environments throughout the Pacific.
Story by Michael Shapiro Photos by Dana Edmunds
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Paula Fuga spins music and magic from her life
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These islands —
like everywhere
on the earth
— have their
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but they are
also places
of exceptional
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Hawaii is a generous place. It’s generous in the ways we are most familiar with:
its steady sunshine, its nourishing rains, its mellow temperatures. It nurtures abundance and
in so doing makes life easier. It is also generous in other, less immediate ways, as the stories
in this sixth edition of The Kahala make clear. Hawaii is a geographic and ethnographic
crossroads, a global meeting point, and for the last two decades, it has been home to one
of the most groundbreaking literary journals in the world, Mänoa. Mänoa, as our story on
page 29 details, takes the plurality of voices and cultures in the Islands as its inspiration
and point of departure. It has published the work of writers largely unknown in America —
Nepalis, Tibetans, Indonesians, Cambodians, and many others — always offering a literary
and lyrical way into other worlds.
Also in this issue, you’ll find a profile of Solomon Enos. Solomon is an ingenious
Native Hawaiian artist who is taking the wisdom of this land and culture and weaving it into
“indigenous sci-fi fantasy.” The
generosity of the Islands is
everywhere in Solomon’s work:
The centuries-old knowledge
that he draws on to produce
his art offers a gift for the earth
in these challenging times.
You’ll find Solomon on page
17. And then there is the
Bishop Museum, an institution
that’s home to a treasure trove
of over twenty-three million
artifacts. The Bishop is the
foremost cultural and scientific
research institution in the
Pacific, and the people who
work within it are always giving
of themselves to make sure that this part of the world is as well understood, respected and
protected as it can be. Our in-depth feature on the museum begins on page 44.
These islands — like everywhere on the earth — have their struggles, but they are also
places of exceptional tolerance and kindness, and they harbor a magnanimous ethos that
for years has most often been labeled “the aloha spirit.” Generosity, aloha: Call it what you
will but savor it while you’re here and then take it with you when you leave. It’s free and
inexhaustible — like breath — a gift to sustain you wherever you go.

Hawaiian Vibrancy, Solomon Enos mural at Royal Hawaiian Center
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If you’re headed for the altar, Stuart Kotake is your man

S T O R Y B Y C AT HA R I N E L O
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PH O TOS BY KYLE ROTHEN BORG

S

tuart Kotake clasps his fingers around
his nervous bride’s hand. “I’m with you,”
he says earnestly, “and I’ll be with you every
day.” It’s a level of reassurance you’d expect
to elicit an immediate “I do” from the bride.
But Kotake is not her betrothed — he’s her
wedding planner.
As The Kahala’s Director of Catering and
Convention Services, Kotake has personally
planned about 300 weddings — and yes, he
admits, he still cries during the ceremonies.
His clients praise the careful way he plans their
big days, and it’s clearly a labor not just of
commitment but of love: Every time Kotake
mentions “one of my brides,” it’s with the kind
of pride that parents reserve for their children.
Kotake is part cartographer, part psychiatrist.
To create a wedding, he learns as much as he
can about the bride’s and groom’s personalities,
always pursuing an ambiance that remains true
to their natures. “Sometimes people don’t know
what their preferences are because no one has
ever asked them,” he offers, adding that during
the initial planning stages, couples discover a
lot they didn’t know about each other.
He describes one ceremony in which slippers
labeled with guests’ names were lined up across
the lawn. “Ladies had to remove their Jimmy
Choos and put on flip-flops,” he chuckles. For
that wedding, he explains, “The idea was not
to be fussy, it was to be comfortable.”
KOTAKE, AN OUTGOING Island boy
raised in Mililani, has long been a natural at
organizing group get-togethers. At the University
of Oklahoma, where he was a member of the
Campus Activities Council, he dabbled in
architecture, visual communications, public
relations, and graphic design before selecting
painting as his major. Art was the discipline
that allowed him to be most expressive, he
explains of the decision. A fleeting interest
in animation took him to Walt Disney World,
where he was later recruited as a catering and
conference services manager. He was at the
Magic Kingdom for nine years planning events
— time that taught him that preparation,
flexibility, creativity, and a light-hearted attitude
are the keys to success.
In 2006, he returned to Oahu and joined
The Kahala. “I realized when I got here that
I really love what I do,” he says. Now he guides
his diligent staff of eight in creating what he
calls “choreographed dances of chaos.” And

weddings are only a part of what Kotake and
his crew put together. Other challenges are
constant: How do you handle Alicia Keys’
request for a private candlelight dinner? What
if Elizabeth Taylor wants to host a Christmas
dinner for 40? What do you do when the Prince
of Morocco wants his room transformed into
a lounge — at 5 in the morning? Kotake
embraces each opportunity and doesn’t worry
about potential pitfalls. “I think not ‘How scary!’
but ‘How great!’ My job is to make people feel
like they can accomplish their goal,” he says.
That applies whether he’s assembling an
overnight family reunion, an elaborate marriage
proposal or a campaign fundraiser hosted
by President Barack Obama. Whatever the

challenge, Kotake thinks beyond tradition. For
modern dance troupe IONA’s annual fundraiser,
for example, he transformed The Kahala’s pool
area into the lost city of Atlantis. Alicia Keys’
romantic dinner? It took place oceanfront, in
the private serenity of the yoga hale.
Kotake’s enthusiasm — perhaps the most
important trait a party planner can have — is
contagious. He is happy that he gets to create
defining moments in people’s lives and recites
a Walt Disney quote posted in his office:
“‘Laughter is not the enemy of learning.’
“That [mantra],” he says cheerfully, “goes
wherever I go.” ;

Kotake has
personally
planned
about 300
weddings —
and yes,
he admits,
he still cries
during the
ceremonies.
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Paula Fuga spins music and
magic from her life
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aula Fuga was a shy second-grader at
an Oahu elementary school the first time
she performed in public. “It was lunchtime,
and our table was the most quiet and wellbehaved,” recalls the woman who today enthralls
thousands with her startlingly powerful and

Paula dubs
her music
“oregano
blue” —
that is,
“original
music
influenced
by reggae
and rhythm
and blues.”
sultry voice. “So the principal came over and
asked if anyone wanted to get up on stage
and perform.”
Paula volunteered, stood on the cafeteria
stage and sang every song she could think of,
from “Row, Row, Row Your Boat” to “Ten Little
Monkeys Jumping on the Bed.” She sang the
songs a capella because there was no microphone
— though the next day the principal himself
brought one. Paula performed again, determined
not to repeat any of the songs she’d sung
the previous day. She racked her 7-year-old
brain for more kids’ favorites like “Strawberry
Shortcake” before launching into a bold
rendition of — she hesitates before confessing
— Michael Jackson’s “Billie Jean.”
“You better believe they heard me that day,”
she laughs now as she breaks into the first lines
of the chorus: “Billie Jean is not my lover…”
Her rich, earthy voice grounds the words as
she sings them over twenty years later. “I used
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to have a problem with volume,” she says,
laughing more. “Believe it or not, at the
beginning I was too quiet. I had to learn to
sing from that deep place, the naau.”
The Paula Fuga that audiences flock to
see today is distinguished by the commanding
voice that pours out of that place. The
pareo-draped, consciousness-focused
vocalist has been called Hawaii’s
Lauryn Hill. Her lyrics are poetic and
she dubs her music “oregano blue” —
that is, “original music influenced
by reggae and rhythm and blues.”
Young she may be — just 29 — but
her fame is growing. In 2006, she was
voted most promising new artist in
the Islands; last summer, she toured
the West Coast with fellow Hawaii
musician Jack Johnson.
“I feel lucky to be one of the people
who gets to introduce Paula to music
lovers,” Johnson says. “One of my
favorite moments of the night was
when Paula would join us on stage
during our set. In most of the towns
we played, people didn’t know her
music. Every night when she would
sing her first line, the audience would
just go nuts. The whole crowd would
have both hands in the air and huge
smiles on their faces…. That moment
would elevate the rest of our set to a
new level.”
WHEN PAULA SANG “life is but a dream” in
the second grade, she already had a good sense
of what her own dream looked like. By the
age of 4, she was picturing herself starring
in music videos and singing in a little room
before a hanging mike — she was too young
to know exactly what a recording studio was
but she intuitively knew she wanted to be in
one. When an adult asked her, at 9, what she
aspired to be, “I looked toward the sky, and all
I could see was myself on a huge stage with
a huge crowd,” Paula remembers. “There was
a whitish-blue light shining on me, and I had
a cordless mike in my hand. And I just felt that
it was my show.” But, unwilling to divulge her
visions at that moment, she replied, “A teacher.”
“And I did become a teacher,” Fuga says.
She taught at Hakipu‘u Learning Center, a
charter school on Oahu’s windward side, and
she served as a counselor at Hale Kipu, a center

W h a t D r e a m s M a y Com e

for at-risk youth. “Then,” she says, “I realized
I could teach a lot more people with my music
than I could in a classroom.” And now she does.
Already she is beginning to exhibit the kind of
sweeping influence of her greatest inspirations:
Gabby Pahinui, Israel Kamakawiwoole, Bob
Marley, Aretha Franklin.
“Paula doesn’t have any ego trips; she sings
just for the love of it,” says close friend and
drummer Mike Love, who plays with Paula in
the reggae band DubKonscious. “I love the way
she laughs at herself, and the way she belts
out those long, soaring notes.”
“Paula has the perfect combination of
confidence and humility,” agrees Jack Johnson.
“She is the same person on and off the stage.
When she tells you a story sitting on the front
porch, it sounds like a song.”
Fuga’s debut album Lilikoi, released two
years ago, features candid tracks that are raw

“One of
my favorite
moments
of the night
was when
Paula would
join us on
stage during
our set,” says
Jack Johnson.
“The audience
would just
go nuts.”
with emotion and softened by nose flute and
ukulele. In 2007, she organized the Lilikoi Fair,
a music festival designed to benefit a foundation
she’d established to empower women.
“If I could endow humans with anything,”
says Paula, “I would endow them with a huge
conscience, so they would think about what
they do and how it will affect others. So they
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can do what is right,” she emphasizes, lamenting
the destructive toll that temptation can take:
“It’s so easy to not want to try. It’s so easy to
stay home from work, stay home from school,
skip a day, try this drug, whatever.
“Music helps you to feel all the things you
couldn’t feel or were afraid to face alone. It
helps you try to express your feelings when you
don’t have the words to do it,” she reflects.
“You have to feel it to get over it … and you’re
comforted by knowing that someone else knows
what you’re going through.”
PAULA GREW UP in Waimanalo, raised
largely by her grandparents and aunt in a rural
Island community; there she cultivated a deep
connection to the natural environment. “I was
raised in the ocean. It’s heaven,” she says. “I think
adults don’t spend enough time in the ocean.
We’re supposed to be taking care of the earth
and enjoying it, too.” For Paula, today that
means planting, gardening, weaving, cooking,
sewing and spending time with loved ones. She
also spent two years studying the Hawaiian
language, which anchors many of her songs.
When she began her musical journey, she
often found herself at the Honolulu home of
friend Keola Nakanishi; for years, he hosted a
backyard jam session every Wednesday where
Paula played and sang, a weekly kanikapila that
fostered free-flowing, politically driven music.
Even before she first visited Keola’s home, Paula
says, she saw the house clearly in a dream.
“And when I got there, it was like a circus
of musicians,” Paula says, describing the powerto-the-people, grassroots get-togethers. Tracing
the evolution of her career since those early days,
she tells more recent stories: of performing
with Damian Marley during a show-stopping
finale at Jack Johnson’s Kökua Festival; of
headlining a concert with the Honolulu
Symphony. “There were 100-plus pieces behind
me playing my songs!” she says. The Symphony
show remains her favorite to date, and she is
clearly still awed by the experience. She searches
for the right description before settling on this:
“It felt complete, it felt whole … if only I could
have a symphony of my own!”
She may not have one now but Paula
continues to grow and flourish. She just
recorded a new song with Jack Johnson and
Ziggy Marley, and she is gathering material
for her next album. “I’m still at the beginning,”
she says. “Dreams, I still have more.” ;
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Solomon Enos’ deep love
for Hawaii’s land feeds his
spirit — and his work
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he road into the back of the valley
snakes and narrows until finally it is
done: no more asphalt, no more incursion.
Then there is a driveway only and, just to the
left to it, a hand-lettered sign that reads, “This
land is your grandmother and she loves you.”
The comfort of the words is magnified a
thousand times in the land itself. It is wideopen, alive with green, ringed by tall trees,
flanked by valley walls — a welcoming cradle.
In its midst stands its caretaker, though he
would be the first to say that it is the land who
is taking care of him. Always, he comes back to
the preeminence of the land. O ka ha o ka aina
ke ola o ka poe, he says, with a smile that comes

T

Everything is bound together, and this land
is your grandmother and she loves you.

as quickly as the rain here. “The breath of the
land is the life of the people.” It’s not metaphor
or poetic fancy, it’s a statement of relationship,
the acknowledgement of a connection so deep
that separation is impossible: the earth breathes
out, we breathe in, we breathe out, the earth
breathes in.
The caretaker — his name is Solomon, “peace”
— is deeply in love with this land. It is, for
him, as alive as any person, a riotous, wise
storyteller with a constant sense of humor,
a knack for surprises and a multitude of
characters it supports. Its soil roots him, its
voice speaks through him and — when he and
the land are very close — its consciousness
becomes his own. He tells a story of growing
taro and taro growing him, of the way he could
feel his own senses expand as he watched the
taro grow, of the way he could feel the plant’s
joy come alive inside him as he watched it
revel in rainfall and sunlight. For Solomon,
indivisibility is not a concept, it’s a way of life.

embraces such mystical forces and magical
conjurings. He thinks of himself as a seed
collector who hands the seed away, as an artist
working to bring primal energies to life for
people who have lost connection.
His paintings — whether a mural of the
Hawaiian creation chant in an awa bar or a
series to illustrate the legend of the goddess
Hiiakaikapoliopele — come straight from his
heritage. Solomon is Native Hawaiian, as in
love with the lore of the culture as he is with
the land. His conversation is full of talk of it:
of rain that falls like a famed warrior’s spears,
of a goddess who split open a valley with the
power of her voice.
His dedication to the works of the Hawaiians
— their dance and chant, their land and ocean
stewardship — is in part simple admiration
for works that are rich and knowing. But
Solomon’s dedication carries an urgency, too,
in a time when the world desperately needs
wisdom. Traditional cultures, he knows, have

SOLOMON ENOS grew up farming in a
valley not unlike this one: deep and fertile and
full of stories. The land was generous to him
from the start, nourished his strength and
imagination, and now he is one of the Islands’
most creative souls. He plants, paints, draws,
writes, teaches, talks, and all around him things
come to life. Soon after he completed an epic
painting of the Hawaiian god of procreation,
Kamapuaa, curious stories began appearing:
Couples who had copies of the painting were
finding themselves pregnant. Solomon’s work
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Kakuhihewa, mural at Royal Hawaiian Center

To take
Hawaiian
wisdom into
the wider
world, Solomon
is creating
his own
mythological
sphere,
Polyfantastica.

much to teach the world now about living
in sane and sustainable ways — for woven into
their teachings is knowledge hard won over
eons: directions of how to care for the earth.
Solomon is a realist who rues the exploitation
of the planet that’s occurring. And a pragmatist
who notes that going forward is not progress
if takes you off a cliff. And an optimist who
believes that we now have a greater chance at
a collective morality than ever before. In the
midst of it all, he is happy to be a twenty-firstcentury medium for the land and ancestors
of these Islands.
VERY TWENTY-FIRST-CENTURY in some
ways. He occasionally listens to BBC podcasts
when he is out on the land, sometimes clad in
a t-shirt advertising the ska band The Specials.
He mentions Neil Gaiman’s graphic novels
and the online game World of Warcraft. He
discovered J.R.R. Tolkien when he was in the
fifth grade — that year he stayed up late, drank

It frees the
river of his
imagination
from the dam
of tradition,
allows him
to re-imagine
the significance
of sacrosanct
tales.
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coffee and read the entire Lord of the Rings
trilogy — and he remains deeply inspired by
Tolkien’s use of mythology and archetypes.
Now, to take Hawaiian wisdom into the wider
world, he is creating his own mythological
sphere, Polyfantastica. It is a huge project: the
imagining of 40,000 years of history in which
Pacific ways dominate, a sprawling tale of four
major epochs, each informed by a Hawaiian
god. Solomon calls it “indigenous sci-fi fantasy,”
and it is his laboratory, a parallel world in
which he can invoke Hawaiian legends and
archetypes without being bound to recreate
them faithfully. It frees the river of his imagination
from the dam of tradition, allows him to

re-imagine the significance of sacrosanct tales.
He likes to think of Polyfantastica as a splint
on a broken bone. “A splint runs parallel with
the bone to get it back into alignment,” he
says. “When you have a culture that’s been
disconnected, offering its stories in new ways
helps people to reconnect.”
Polyfantastica is filled with trials and
wonderments. In the time of the war god Ku,
for example, parts of the land — forests
watered by blood — go mad. People driven
underground discover a mold that lights up
when it senses vibration; they keep plants
alive by continually chanting or singing. At
the end of the first 10,000 years, Lono, the
god of agriculture, ascends and the people
underground emerge, and for one epiphanic
moment, all of humanity becomes a united
organism sharing the same consciousness.
Identity, responsibility, compassion, creation:
Solomon plays with all of these themes in
ingenious ways informed by indigenous ways.
He has now created
400 illustrations
for Polyfantastica,
each a seminal
moment in a
100-year period,
to total 40,000
years. He has
much more
work before he
is finished the
project but is
utterly committed.
“Polyfantastica
is real,” he says,
“just as the canoe
is in the tree.
There is a better reality all around us — we’ve
just got to get to it.”
And when you live at the pace of the land,
perhaps patience comes more readily. Patience
is a word Solomon invokes, though he says
it in Hawaiian — hoomanawanui — as he ties
it to the idea of “the subtle circle.”
“We live on a planet that’s round, but you
can’t blame people for thinking that it was
flat, because it’s such a subtle circle,” he says.
“We need to be mindful of that subtlety.
Usually you can’t see subtle circles, you just
have to believe in them. Things may take a
whole lifetime to come around, maybe several
lifetimes — but there is plenty of time.” ;

Ma‘ilikukahi, mural at Royal Hawaiian Center
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Açai arrives in the Islands and it’s a hit
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t was my friend Catharine — a North
Shore surfer no less — who first called me
about açai. “I’m coming to town tomorrow,
and I want you to try it,” she said. “Let’s go get
a bowl together. I’m eating it every day now,
and I love it.”
We met at a little juice bar on the slopes
of Diamond Head, and Catharine ordered
a bowl. She had the pronunciation down cold:
“ah-sai-ee.” Out came a semi-frozen purplish
concoction with a color as rich as a cabernet
and the texture of a creamy sorbet. I took a
bite. And then another. And then another. It
is always a wonderful moment when you try
a food for the very first time. Not a new recipe
or a new dish; I mean a whole new species,
a life form you have never consumed before, a

Açai comes
from the
land of sun,
samba and
sex; it’s an
unassuminglooking little
berry that
is not quite as
diffident as
a first glance
suggests.

creature that’s evolved on the earth over eons
and that is now suddenly inside of you — a taste
on your tongue, a nourishment in your belly.
“So,” said Catharine, “what do you think?”
“This,” I said, digging my spoon deeper into
the violet pulp, “is amazing.”
I SOON FOUND out that I was not alone in
my assessment. No less than The Big O herself,
Oprah, had declared açai one of her favorite
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foods. It had begun showing up on the shelves
in health food stores and community co-ops.
There were multi-level marketing schemes on
the Internet to distribute it. And then came
the day it really reached the masses: the day
it made onto the menu at Jamba Juice.
So what was — what is — this food that has
sprung so rapidly from obscurity to fame?
Açai comes from the land of sun, samba
and sex; it’s an unassuming-looking little berry
that is not quite as diffident as a first glance
suggests. Açai, it so happens, is packed with
all the oomph and moxie of its homeland,
Brazil. “Anti-oxidants!!” scream the websites.
“Disease-fighting benefits! Superfood!”
There seems to be no question but that açai
is good for you and then some. It has vitamins
galore along with the Omegas 3, 6
and 9 and is acclaimed for its antiinflammatory, anti-bacterial and even
its anti-mutagenic properties.
It grows on a palm tree: the açai
palm, known more formally as Euterpe
oleracea. The tree is found in the
Amazonian rainforest, typically growing
along the riverbank. It’s a tall, slim
and elegant palm that will grow to a
height of fifty or sixty feet. At the
top of its trunk, just below its crown
of leaves, are massive infructescences
that cascade outward, each covered
with small purple berries that sprout
by the hundreds: the fruit.
It takes a neat feat of strength and
daring to actually get the fruit, one
that involves scaling the tree and —
dozens of feet off the ground — cutting
the infructescences. Once they’re in
hand, the berries are plucked off and
their pulp is mashed; the resulting
purple paste is put in a bowl and then
— with great gusto — consumed.
Harvesting and eating açai is
something that’s been done all along
the Amazon for centuries. As the river opened
to travel and trade, açai moved out and into
other parts of Brazil: onto the plains, into the
cities. Suddenly the best breakfast in Rio de
Janeiro was coming from small stands that were
selling bowls of the rich fruit right on the street.
Its popularity grew. Unofficial endorsements
came from athletes who were thrilled at the
energy açai gave them. A family of ultra-healthy
and internationally famous Brazilian jiu-jitsu
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masters, the Gracies, embraced the fruit and
made it a part of their training regimen. And
then arrived the population that would really
take açai out to the wider world: the surfers.
THEY CAME for the waves, still in thrall to
an endless summer, and in the midst of a blue
crush, they discovered a purple one. Big-name
surfers like Kelly Slater and Rob Machado waxed
not just their boards but poetic about the
delicious and nutritious new food they’d found.
Other surfers up and down the Brazilian

The fame
of the
hanging
fruit spread
in the
hang ten
community …
and as
surfers moved
around the
globe, so did
knowledge
of açai.
coastline took breaks from the breaks to recharge
with big bowls of açai. The fame of the hanging
fruit spread in the hang ten community —
a mobile bunch if ever there was one — and
as surfers moved around the globe, so did
knowledge of açai.
But how to actually get the stuff? It was all
well and good to be a surfer preparing for a day
at Pipeline and craving a dose of açai to fuel
the stoke, but if the berries were 8,000 miles
distant, no amount of wishing would bring
them closer. That’s where California brothers
Jeremy and Ryan Black entered the picture.
The Black brothers were young surfers who’d
traveled to Brazil to mark the millennium,
surfers who’d fallen in love with açai … but
they took the romance more seriously than
others. The Blacks weren’t after a short-term
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dalliance; one taste and they’d decided on a
long-term relationship. And so they founded
Sambazon — a company that has grown in nine
years to become the world’s leading supplier
of açai. Sambazon now processes thousands
and thousands of tons of the fruit every year.
The company uses only organic berries and,
with demand for açai skyrocketing, is working
to ensure that the fruit continues to be grown
and harvested in ecologically sound ways.
How did Sambazon go from zero to 120 in
such a short time? At the beginning, things
were slow and low-key, with little to
indicate the frenzy to come. The Black
brothers maxed their credit cards and
traveled the So Cal coast, working
to convince juice bars and health
restaurants to carry the Brazilian berry.
They also looked west to the Hawaiian
Islands — islands they knew were home
to many of those globetrotting surfers
and more than a few transplanted
Brazilians: an ideal market in the
making. They arrived in Hawaii on
a surf trip in 2001 and tracked down
distributor Tom Burke, owner of
Kahuna Distribution. Would he be
interested in carrying the frozen pulp
of an obscure purple fruit? Burke
tried it and immediately said yes.
“I liked it,” he recalls. “It’s got
these great chocolate-y tones — it’s
like a chocolate cherry almost. And
it’s so good for you.” Burke started
out just as slowly as the Blacks, with
a scant five or six accounts, all on
Oahu’s North Shore — ground zero of both
the surfing and the Brazilian communities.
But these days, with the berry doing the
intercontinental, everything’s changed. Where
Burke once sold 1,600 pounds of açai a month,
he now sells 11,000 pounds. Hawaii, in fact,
has become Sambazon’s number one market
per capita; islanders are eating more of the
stuff than anyone else in the country and that
trend doesn’t seem likely to change. “We’re
getting one to two calls a week now from new
places wanting to carry it,” says Burke. “Açai
is a perfect fit for Hawaii. People have always
come here to try new things — and açai turns
out to be something they love.” ;
The Kahala serves açai at the Seaside Grill
and the Plumeria Beach House.
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Frank Stewart gathers an
astonishing array of voices
in the pages of Mänoa
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he best explorers head out into the
world not with thoughts of conquest
or domination but with curiosity and a thirst
for discovery. They go looking for truth, not
material riches; they seek to wander not to
war. Frank Stewart is such an explorer. He has
been too many places to count, all over the
earth: holed up in a ramshackle hotel in San
Francisco, on a windy beach in Chile, under
a canopy of trees in the Alaskan forest, in an
extermination camp in Cambodia. Always he
is invited deep inside other lives when he arrives.
The things he witnesses are at times harrowing,
at times liberating, at times magical. The
very best of his encounters are transcendent —
luminous way stations on a pilgrimage beyond
borders and out to a collective humanity.

“When
we love
literature,
something
inside us
starts to ring
like a bell,
and in a
sense that
person’s story
is already
inside of us.”

Frank’s wanderings all come through words,
his sorties through stories. He is a literary editor
with a passion for other worlds, and over the last
two decades he has published an astonishingly
diverse collection of writings in a journal called
Mänoa. Most of the work has come from Asia
and the Pacific: Frank founded Mänoa twenty
years ago with an idea to bring the voices of
those lands to a wider audience, and he has
done just that. Thumbing through back issues
of the journal allows the reader to make the
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same pilgrimages that Frank has, into the
back alleys of Phnom Penh, the wilds of the
Australian Outback, the jungles of Papua New
Guinea, and on and on. Individual volumes
have focused on French Polynesia, Cambodia,
Indonesia, the Philippines and other nations.
The voices that have appeared in Mänoa are
dazzling and novel, unknowns that swiftly become
unforgettable. (Here are a few lines from one
of Frank’s favorites, the Tibetan poet Alai:
“And the wolf floats up before me/Loping out of
deep mountain folds/Its stride more fluid than
wind/And more fierce/Its howl/Longer than
any knife/And more keen.”) Almost invariably,
none of the work has appeared in English before
and yet there it is on the page, like a conjuring
up: utterly foreign yet utterly decipherable —
and, despite its newness, in some mystical
way already known. It is precisely that
combination that motivates Frank.
“When we love literature, something
inside us starts to ring like a bell, and in
a sense that person’s story is already inside
of us, and we recognize it in some way,”
he says. “Literature brings us into the lives
of people that we don’t know and not as
tourists, not as eavesdroppers … but really
wonderful literature is local, it’s human,
it’s historical, it’s social, it’s all those things.”
Beyond the power of the stories themselves
is the potential they have to transform
perception and wield change — further
incentive for Frank, who has, says friend
and writer Barry Lopez, “a pointed sense
of justice.”
“If we can have the voices of people
from Nepal and Bhutan and Indonesia
become familiar to us,” Frank says, “that
familiarity itself creates tolerance, and
tolerance creates curiosity and compassion
and acceptance and hopefully reconciliation
and maybe a more peaceful, dignified
and even just world.”
MÄNOA WAS BEGUN in 1989, created out
of the English Department at the University of
Hawai‘i at Mänoa. Its identity was truly forged
in its second issue when, as Frank describes it,
“a very fortuitous thing” happened: A student
named Mahealani Dudoit walked into his office
and asked how she could help.
“We said, ‘Well, you know, it would be
interesting if we could do something on a place
like Papua New Guinea, because we really

Cover photograph by Shinji Salmoiraghi (Veiled Woman, Darfur, 2005). Cover design by Barbara Pope.
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don’t know anything about the literature of
that place,’” remembers Frank. Mahealani
immediately said, “I’ll go”; she was “energetic,
daring and fearless,” says Frank, his admiration
still evident twenty years later. Mahealani
spent a summer in PNG asking people about
the country’s literature. “Nobody’s asked us that
before,” they replied. “We haven’t even asked
ourselves that.” She was tenacious, and months
later, she was back with a wide collection of
work. “We thought some of it was very important
to PNG locally,” says Frank, “and some of it
transcended PNG and that’s what we’ve always
been interested in — not just some exotic
content and place names but a literature that
has a voice within world literature.”
Mänoa’s course had been set: Someone at
the journal — usually Frank — would identify
a country or region where the literature was
not well known to outside readers, and the
sleuthing would begin. The surprises and
rewards were constant. “We did a wonderful
issue on contemporary Taiwanese poetry,”
Frank recalls. “Contemporary Taiwanese
poetry! Most peoples’ eyes glaze over at the
thought. But we found that it’s the most vital,
interesting, eclectic, surprising and beautiful
poetry you can imagine.”
The more remote and cut off the country,
the more challenging the search. Special
issues on Cambodia and Tibet — nations that
have experienced massive political trauma in
modern times — took years to put together
and involved Interpol-worthy detective work
(one of Cambodia’s most famous writers from
the ’60s, for example, was discovered still alive
and driving a taxi cab in San Jose). Tricky as
it has been to track down, though, the literature
has always been found: Mänoa’s editors have
never failed to discover great writing, even when
they were looking under some fairly remote
rocks. Does that surprise Frank? Not really.
“I think that storytelling is very basic to human
language,” he says. “You can’t even say a sentence
without beginning to tell a story: ‘There was a
man.’ Then add ‘There was a lonely man,’ and
you have a story. I think built into us on some
deep level is a need for stories. And because
it’s a need, it’s also a pleasure. That’s the way
biology works.”
RECENT ISSUES OF MÄNOA have been
built around concepts rather than countries:
two volumes on reconciliation, one on the

pervasiveness of war. “Almost everywhere we went
[over the years], we found conflict,” explains
Frank. “We didn’t go looking for it but we found
it.” He teamed with Barry Lopez — one of
America’s most thoughtful and lyrical writers —
to edit the volumes that explored reconciliation.
“We all have the question, ‘Is reconciliation even
possible?’” Frank says. “I think literature has a
role to play in giving us examples of experiences
in which people have faced that question in
different ways with different outcomes.”
The pair found writing from all over — stories,
essays, poems — that spoke in moving and
complex ways to struggles to overcome conflict,
in the home, the community, the nation. They
were tales of people seeking ways forward
through diverse beliefs into the universality

Tricky as
it has been
to track down,
though, the
literature
has always
been found:
Mänoa’s
editors have
never failed
to discover
great writing.
of human experience — and in this way they
mirrored the ideal that has guided Mänoa
since its inception. “Mänoa is one of the great
achievements in North American literature,”
says Barry, who in addition to editing has
published his own writing in the journal’s pages.
“The scope of what Frank has managed, the
translations he’s accomplished, the courtesy
with which he’s represented other countries
is breathtaking. Why it’s not better known I
can’t comprehend.” ;
Mänoa is published twice a year. Learn more
and subscribe at manoajournal.hawaii.edu.
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The water is all flash and ripple. Grey shapes whip past, disappearing in the instant they appear.
Dolphins. They move with utter precision and radical speed. Then they circle back, slower this time,
undulating and talking, taking everything in with inquisitive eyes. They seem possessed of an innate
nobility — it’s in the way they band together, care for each other, in the friendliness and loyalty
they carry. Once terrestrial mammals, they took to the sea fifty million years ago, but vestiges
of their time on land remain — in their breathing, in their blood. Even their name, reflecting
their mammalian heritage, comes from the Greek delphys, or “womb.”  At The Kahala, where
dolphins have lived in the hotel’s lagoons for over four decades, people are drawn constantly
to watch them: to see them race or jump or simply breach the surface silently to take a breath.
Six dolphins live at The Kahala, all males, all Atlantic bottle-nosed dolphins — but there their
similarity ends. Each has his own nature. Hoku, or “star,” is the oldest; he was born in the lagoon
at the hotel seventeen years ago on a clear night when all the constellations were in view, a night
that gave him his name. Hoku is the slow and steady one in the group, often found swimming upside
down near the bottom: “echolocating,” or using sound waves in lieu of sight to detect objects.
His brother Liho, “rare and precious,” is 14, an avid learner and, at a little over 300 pounds, the
smallest in the group. Kolohe, at 400 pounds plus, is the largest, a befreckled behemoth who is
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the most dominant. He got his name, which means “rascal,” at birth though he is anything but;
he may be at the top of the social hierarchy, but he wears the mantle of authority gently. Male
dolphins form strong bonds with each other and forge the most long-lasting relationships in the
dolphin world; some will occasionally form pair bonds for life.  Niele, the most curious dolphin
of the six, does live up to his name, “nosy”; he is always observing and tracking what’s going
on around him. Kai Nalu, “ocean wave,” is the most animated in the lagoon — swimming fast,
leaping and constantly experimenting with the sounds he can make with his blowhole: low
raspberries, long hisses. Nai Noa, “the wanderer,” is, like Kai Nalu, full of life and always game to
learn new things. At 11, he is the youngest.  They share a community, these six, swimming,
exploring, conversing, mating. They spend time with the humans who come to the lagoon as part
of the Dolphin Quest program. They eat, every day a diet of fresh seafood that includes herring,
squid and mackerel; Kolohe, the largest, will consume thirty pounds on any given day and Liho, the
smallest, will eat twenty. And they never truly sleep, dolphins — at least that’s what’s believed —
for they need to keep surfacing to breathe. But they do take catnaps, short respites when
they turn off one or the other of the hemispheres of their brains. Most of the time, though, the
dolphins are utterly awake and moving fast, with unfailing certainty and immutable grace. ;
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Opening spread: Hoku, who at 17 is the oldest dolphin now living at The Kahala, swims in the lagoon. Page 35: Niele, or “nosy,”
surfaces for a look around. Pages 36 -37: Niele (above) and Kai Nalu, “ocean wave.” Page 38: Nai Noa, “the navigator,” is 11 and
the youngest in the lagoon. Pages 40-41: Kai Nalu (right) and Nai Noa were both born on the Big Island and are half-brothers.
Opposite page: Kolohe, or “rascal,” is the largest and the most dominant of the dolphins at The Kahala. This page: Nai Noa.
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n the southern coast of the island of Kahoolawe, a barren
spire — the Aleale sea stack — rises from the ocean. It
is wild and remote, a broken tooth of rock that can be
accessed only from the air. Aleale is not completely bare,
though, for here lives the last wild specimen of Kanaloa
kahoolawensis, a shrub in the pea family.  A helicopter
approaches, hovers and lands a skid. Out leaps botanist Ken
Wood, a rare specimen himself; Ken is an über-botanist who
regularly rappels down sheer cliff faces throughout Hawaii to
pollinate endangered plants. He flies to Aleale twice a year to
check on the Kanaloa kahoolawensis, which, when he discovered
it in 1992, represented not only a new species but a new genus
… the first new Hawaiian plant genus found in more than a
century. Ever since, Ken has returned religiously to help prevent
yet another extinction in Hawaii — all as part of a program
of the Bishop Museum. … Yes, that Bishop Museum, the
grand old dame of staid brownstones and fogeyish exhibits.
But it’s time to forget your assumptions and read on. 
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THE BISHOP — ever since it was founded at the end
of the nineteenth century — has largely been known
as a static, bricks-and-mortar showplace for Hawaii’s
cultural treasures. Over the past decade, the museum
has updated that image somewhat by creating flashy
new exhibits, like a $17 million science adventure
center, which opened in 2005 replete with an erupting
volcano. Even the museum’s beloved if fusty heart,
Hawaiian Hall, has just undergone a $16.5 million
upgrade with the help of Ralph Appelbaum, the
renowned architect who designed the U.S. Holocaust
Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C.
But while the new exhibits endow Bishop Museum
with the kind of high-tech
pi xie - dust that enchants
crowds, they don’t tell the real
stor y of the museum. Even
the refurbished Hawaiian Hall
doesn’t announce the truth
that Honolulu’s little stalwart
is actually a dynamic research
institution that is home to
a vast archive of biological
information — information
that is crucial to the museum’s
larger mission to preserve the
cultures and environments of
Hawaii and the Pacific. What one
doesn’t see in the museum’s
display cases and galleries is
the great contribution that
the museum is making to
furthering our understanding
of the Pacific — perhaps the
most significant contribution
of any institution of its kind in
the world.
THE BISHOP has been ahead of its time since the
beginning. “When Charles Reed Bishop established
the museum in 1889, he recognized that you couldn’t
understand Hawaii without putting it into a Pacific —
or at least a Polynesian — context,” says Dr. Allen Allison,
“and that you couldn’t understand the people without
looking at the plants and animals. That ’s not a
revolutionary concept today, but it was then.”
In the 120 years since the museum’s founding, its
researchers have scoured the Pacific, conducting
extensive biological surveys not only in Hawaii but

also in Fiji, Southeast Asia, the Cook Islands and
elsewhere. Dr. Allison, for example, who is the
museum’s vice president of science, has been
searching the pristine jungles of Papua New Guinea
for decades; in the past four years alone, he’s
discovered more than 200 new species, including
130 new species of frogs and reptiles to add to the
museum’s archive.
It’s an archive that’s world-class: The Bishop’s
entomology collection alone contains over 14
million specimens. The museum has six million
seashells. Its ichthyology collection represents
the most extensive catalog of Indo-Pacific fish in
the world; it contains 102,000
specimens, going as far back
as the 1880s. All together, the
Bishop Museum holds an
astonishing 22 million plant
and animal specimens; add
to that 1.2 million cultural
objects, and the collection
ranks fourth largest in the
nation and among the ten
largest in the world. For a city
as small as Honolulu, that ’s
“disproportionately large,” says
Allison. “Almost invariably, our
collections represent the largest
concentration of biological
material from the Pacific
anywhere in the world.”
Take, as just one example, the
Herbarium Pacificum. At first
glance, the herbarium looks
like the card catalog room of
an outdated library: It’s filled
with obdurate file cabinets, harsh fluorescent lights
and the musty smell of aging plant fiber. But the
herbarium houses more than 600,000 specimens,
182,500 of them from Hawaii alone — the largest
collection of plant material from the Pacific in the
world (to sound a refrain). Some specimens are
historically important, like those collected in
Hawaii 250 years ago on Captain James Cook’s
third voyage and labeled in careful, eighteenthcentury longhand. Others have more ignominious
significance. Collections Manager Napua Harbottle
holds up a dried hibiscus she calls “the rarest plant
in the world. None are left in the wild. It survives

Opening spread, left: The old and the new merge at Bishop Museum in the lines of Hawaiian Hall (background) and the planetarium (foreground). Opening
spread, right: Poi pounders collected for the museum by renowned archeologist Dr. Yosihiko Sinoto. Previous spread, left: The algae Halymenia
formosa, collected at Ewa Beach in 1994; in Hawaiian, it’s known as lepe ulaula or lepe-o-Hina. Previous spread, right: Busts of the museum’s
founders, husband and wife Charles Reed Bishop and Princess Bernice Pauahi Bishop. This page, left: A specimen of Kanaloa kahoolawensis.
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only by grafting.” It’s gone extinct and recovered
several times, she says: “It once got wiped out by
fire, but a seed popped out. It germinated — fifteen
years later.”
Harbottle displays a rare Hawaiian mint, an
endangered lobelia, a cutting from the last Kanaloa
kahoolawensis on Aleale. One begins to appreciate
the necessity of the collection to a place like Hawaii,
where an estimated 75 percent of native species —
many of which exist nowhere else on Earth — have
gone extinct since Western contact and where many
of the surviving species remain threatened by the
continual introduction of exotics. “ This is the
importance of a collection like
this,” Harbottle confirms. “It
gives you an idea of what we
still have, what ’s gone extinct,
what’s endangered.”
The collection is put to use
daily. When it comes to plant
identification, for example,
Bishop Museum is the authority.
Naming plants may seem like
a minor contribution to the
greater effort to protect Hawaii’s
embattled environment, but
in truth it is the critical
first step. Once you’ve named
something, Harbottle says,
“ then you know where it
comes from, if it’s invasive,
what economic impact it
might have. There’s no other
way to figure out how you can
benefit from it or how you can
get rid of it. It’s one of the
most important things we do.”
And the museum does it masterfully. “A lot of
people think we go to the University of Hawaii to
get plants identified,” Harbottle says, “but they come
to us. And so do the Department of Agriculture,
the U.S. Army, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife and the
Department of Land & Natural Resources. We’re
the experts of the Pacific.” Anyone who needs a
plant identified — even a backyard gardener who
just wants to put name to weed — can find help at
the herbarium.
For Harbottle, who is part Native Hawaiian, the
work of the herbarium isn’t solely about plants; it is

also, she says, about cultural preservation. “We play
a major role in protecting Hawaii’s environments
and watersheds; it’s part of protecting the culture as
well. Hula practitioners depend on these plants.
Native Hawaiian medicine is coming back. We have
students interested in making kapa [bark cloth]
again. You didn’t find this stuff twenty years ago,
and this reemergence is dependent on plants.
Keeping them around is important for our culture,
because we’ve lost so much of it. This is one way we
can keep it going.”
BETTY LOU KAM can’t help it. No matter how
many times she’s seen Liloa ’s
feather malo, she still gets
excited. “Liloa was a chief
from whom Kamehameha’s
line descends,” she says, opening
a box containing a six-footlong sash decorated with the
yellow and red feathers typical
of Hawaiian regalia. Liloa
lived in the 1400s; oral history
(as well as radiocarbon dating)
confirm s t hat t he malo
comes from about that time,
making it possibly the oldest
Hawaiian feathered garment
in existence. “Isn’t that cool?”
Kam asks. Her question is
rhetorical; it is, of course, cool.
As vice president of cultural
resources at the museum, Kam
oversees the anthropology,
archeolog y and ethnology
divisions, as well as the
museum’s extensive archives. At the moment, she’s
in the ethnographic collection — 78,000-plus items
gathered from throughout Micronesia, Melanesia
and, of course, Polynesia that together represent
the largest single collection of Pacific artifacts in
the world. Being here, among floor-to-ceiling
storage racks crammed with objects of every
description, calls to mind that last shot from Raiders
of the Lost Ark, when the Ark of the Covenant is
wheeled in an anonymous crate down an aisle
between innumerable stacks of other anonymous
crates. If only one had a crowbar and a few days
to explore.…

At right: Napua Harbottle is the collections manager of the museum’s Herbarium Pacificum, which houses the largest collection of plant material
from the Pacific in the world — more than 600,000 specimens. Here she holds a Tillandsia juncea, an “air plant” that requires little to no care
to survive; this specimen was acquired in Oahu’s Manoa Valley in 2008. Above: Kapa donated to the museum by Charles Reed Bishop in 1894. The
Bishop’s collections include over 5,000 pieces of kapa, and the institution has played a key role in the art form’s revival.
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See what there is to see. ...
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luxuriate. THE SPA SUITES AT THE KAHALA.

Enjoy pampering treatments from around the world.
Our unique Hawaiian therapies will caress your senses and soothe your spirit.
Experience serenity as you step through our lush gardens into
a realm of personal privacy and indulgent pleasures.

Call Spa Suites reservations at 808.739.8888 or,
from your room, press Spa Suites Reservations
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